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With the rapid development of market economy, the size of Xiamen economy 
has been hampered by the “Strong foreign economy, Weak private economy” 
development model. Private economy has become the “bottleneck” of Xiamen 
economy, which aroused great attention from people. Therefore, theoretical study for 
Xiamen private economy has become more enriched. However, the majority of 
scholars mainly did qualitative research, and did not do scientific and accurate 
analysis. Based on the succession of predecessors, this paper uses indicators and 
model to analyze Xiamen private economy status quo and characteristics in 
quantitative way. Then it carries out specific recommendations. This paper attempts 
to study deeply in following 3 levels: 
    Firstly, this paper defines the study scope of private economy. Then, with a 
great number of charts and tables, it studies Xiamen private economy status quo in 
three industrial points. It also compares the private economy to the state-owned 
economy and foreign economy in several fields.  
    Secondly, this paper analyzes the characteristics of Xiamen private economy, 
using indictors to analyze the characteristics of labor efficiency, foreign trade and 
industrial cluster. Then study the industrial structure and competitiveness of private 
economy by Shift-share Method. It finds that comparing to Xiamen private economy, 
the whole city has better industrial competitiveness, faster development pace and 
worse industrial structure.  
    Finally, this article analyzes the development environment by SWOT analysis 
method, and discusses the results in dynamics and overall point. Based on the above 
analysis, at the end of the text, it raises some specific recommendations.  
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